
Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1 What are the features of Ajax? Live data binding Client-side template renderingDeclarative instantiation of client componentsAll of the above

2 What is AJAX? is a program is a country name  is a football club name is cflowchart

3 AJAX based on ______ JavaScript and XML  VBScript and XML JavaScript and Java  JavaScript and HTTP requests

4 Which of the below is a lieral reverse of Ajax? HTTP HTML XML Comet

5 What makes Ajax unique?  It works as a stand-alone Web-development toolIt works the same with all Web browsersIt uses C++ as its programming languageIt makes data requests asynchronously

6 Who does the chorus believe spread a rumor about Ajax slaughtering cattle? Ares Hermound Odysseus Artemis

7 Which property is used to control the duration of Ajax request. AsyncPostBackTimeoutAsyncTimeout Timeout PostBackTimeout

8 How can you test the Ajax code? JSU JSUnit AjaxJSU JSUnitAjax

9  AJAX was made popular by? Microsoft Google Sun Microsystemwrong IBM

10 The jQuery AJAX methods .get(), .post(), and .ajax() all require which parameter to be supplied? method url data headers

11 _______ JavaScript is also called server-side JavaScript. Microsoft Navigator LiveWire None

12 What combination of technologies gives AJAX its name? ASP and XAML Asynchronous JavaScript and XMLAutonomic Computing and DHTML Atlas and XML

13 Which one of these legendary Greek mythical figures or places is the code name for Microsoft's version of AJAX ?Oracle Atlas Hercules Delphi

14 Which Web browser is the least optimized for Microsoft's version of AJAX? Firefox Opera Safari Internet Explorer

15 Which one of these technologies is NOT used in AJAX? CSS DOM DHTML Flash

16 AJAX comes in ____. 2003 2005 2004 2006

17 AJAX made popular by Microsoft  IBM Sun Microsystem Google

18 AJAX based on JavaScript and XML JavaScript and Java VBScript and XML JavaScript and HTTP requests

19 Using AJAX we can made our web page more interactive and fastereasy to connect web page with servermore dynamic Comet

20  _____ JavaScript is also called client-side JavaScript. Microsoft Navigator LiveWire Native

21 How to define a function in PHP? function {function body} data type functionName(parameters) {function body}functionName(parameters) {function body}

function functionName(parameters) 

{function body}

22  Type Hinting was introduced in which version of PHP? PHP 4  PHP 5 PHP 5.3 PHP 6

23 A function in PHP which starts with __ (double underscore) is known as __________ Magic Function Inbuilt Function Default Function User Defined Function

24  Which of the following PHP functions accepts any number of parameters? func_get_argv() func_get_args() get_argv()  get_argc()

25 Which one of the following PHP functions can be used to find files? glob()  file() fold() get_file()

26 Which of the following PHP functions can be used to get the current memory usage? get_usage() get_peak_usage() memory_get_usage() memory_get_peak_usage()

27 Which of the following PHP functions can be used for generating unique ids? uniqueid() id() md5() mdid()

28 Which one of the following functions can be used to compress a string?  zip_compress() zip() compress() gzcompress()

29 PHP’s numerically indexed array begin with position ___________ 1 2  0 -1

30 Which of the following PHP function will return true if a variable is an array or false if it is not an array?this_array() is_array() do_array()  in_array()

31 Which in-built function will add a value to the end of an array? array_unshift() into_array() inend_array() array_push()

32 Which of the following function is used to get the value of the previous element in an array? last() before() prev() previous()

33 Which function returns an array consisting of associative key/value pairs? count()  array_count() array_count_values() count_values()

34 Which of the functions is used to sort an array in descending order? sort() asort() rsort() dsort()

35 The practice of separating the user from the true inner workings of an application through well-known interfaces is known as _________Polymorphism Inheritance Encapsulation Abstraction

36 Which of the following term originates from the Greek language that means “having multiple forms,” defines OOP’s ability to redefine, a class’s characteristics?Abstraction Polymorphism Inheritance Differential

37 The practice of creating objects based on predefined classes is often referred to as ______________class creation object creation  object instantiation class instantiation

38 Which one of the following property scopes is not supported by PHP?  friendly  final public static

39 Which one of the following can be used to instantiate an object in PHP assuming class name to be Foo?$obj = new $foo; $obj = new foo; $obj = new foo (); obj = new foo ();

40 Which one of the following is the right way to define a constant? constant PI = “3.1415”; const $PI = “3.1415”;constant PI = ‘3.1415’; const PI = ‘3.1415’;

41  Which one of the following is the right way to invoke a method? $object->methodName(); object->methodName();object::methodName();  $object::methodName();

42 Which of the following is not the feature of jQuery? Efficient query method for finding the set of document elements Expressive syntax for referring to elements in the documentUseful set of methods for manipulating selected elements
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43  Which of the following is a single global function defined in the jQuery library? jQuery() $() Queryanalysis() global()

44 Which of the following is a factory function? $() jQuery() Queryanalysis() onclick()

45 Which is the method that operates on the return value of $()? show() css() click() done()

46 Which of the following is a heavily overloaded function? jQuery() $() script() Both jQuery() and $()

47 Which of the following is a utility function in jQuery?  jQuery.each() jQuery.parseJSON() jQuery.noConflict() jQuery.conflict()

48 Which of the following is used for parsing JSON text?  jQuery.each() jQuery.parseJSON() jQuery.noConflict() jQuery.conflict()

49 Which built-in method returns the character at the specified index? characterAt() getCharAt() charAt() stringAt()

50 Which of the following jQuery selector selects elements with the given element tag-name? $('tag-name') $('#tag-name') $('.tag-name') $('.id-name')


